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Abstract
Let G(V,E) simple connected graph, with |E| = . In this paper, we
define an edge-set graph GG constructed from the graph G such that any
vertex vs,i of GG corresponds to the i-th s-element subset of E(G) and any
two vertices vs,i, vk,m of GG are adjacent if and only if there is at least one edge
in the edge-subset corresponding to vs,i which is adjacent to at least one edge
in the edge-subset corresponding to vk,m, where s, k are positive integers. It
can be noted that the edge-set graph GG of a graph G is dependent on both
the structure of G as well as the number of edges . We also discuss the
characteristics and properties of the edge-set graphs corresponding to certain
standard graphs.
Keywords: Edge-set graph, total edge-degree of a graph, edge-degree of vertex,
connected edge dominating set, artificial edge-set element.
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2 A Study on Edge-Set Graphs of Certain Graphs
1 Introduction
For general notation and concepts in graph theory, we refer to [2], [3], [4], [11]. All
graphs mentioned in this paper are simple, connected finite and undirected graphs
unless mentioned otherwise.
Let N denotes the set of all positive integers. Then, the notion of a set-
graph has been introduced in [6] associated with a given non-empty set, A(n) =
{a1, a2, a3, . . . , an}, n ∈ N as follows.
Definition 1.1. [6] Let A(n) = {a1, a2, a3, . . . , an}, n ∈ N be a non-empty set and
the i-th s-element subset of A(n) be denoted by A
(n)
s,i . Now consider S = {A(n)s,i :
A
(n)
s,i ⊆ A(n), A(n)s,i 6= ∅}. The set-graph corresponding to set A(n), denoted GA(n) ,
is defined to be the graph with V (GA(n)) = {vs,i : A(n)s,i ∈ S} and E(GA(n)) =
{vs,ivt,j : A(n)s,i ∩ A(n)t,j 6= ∅}, where s 6= t or i 6= j.
A detailed study on set-graphs has also been done in [6]. Some of the major
results proved in that paper, which are relevant in our present study, are mentioned
in this section.
Theorem 1.2. [6] Let GA(n) be a set-graph. Then, the vertices vs,i, vs,j of GA(n),
corresponding to subsets A
(n)
s,i and A
(n)
s,j in S of equal cardinality, have the same
degree in GA(n).
In other words, we can say that the vertices of a set-graph GA(n) corresponding
to the equivalent subsets (subsets having same cardinality) of a non-empty set A(n)
have the same degree.
The degree of a vertex in a set-graph has been determined in [6] using the
principle of inclusion and exclusion as follows.
Theorem 1.3. [6] Let G = GA(n) be a set-graph in respect of a non-empty set A
(n) =
{a1, a2, a3, . . . , an}, n ∈ N and let vk,i be an arbitrary vertex of G corresponding to
a k-element subset of A(n). Then, dG(vk,i) = (
∑
J
(−1)|J |−1 · | ⋂
j∈J
Sj|)− 1, where J is
an indexing set such that ∅ 6= J ⊆ {0, 1, 2, . . . , k} and Sj is the collection of subsets
of A(n) containing the element aj.
The following is an important result regarding the minimal and maximal degree
of vertices in a set-graph and the relation between them.
Theorem 1.4. [6] For any vertex vs,i of a set-graph G = GA(n), we have 2
n−1−1 ≤
dG(vs,i) ≤ 2(2n−1 − 1). Moreover, for any set-graph G = GA(n) ,∆(G) = 2δ(G).
It was also mentioned in [6] that there exists a unique vertex vn,1 having degree
∆(G). Furthermore, it can be seen that ∆(G) is always an even number whilst
δ(G) is always an odd number.
Motivated from this study of set-graphs, in this paper, we introduce the notion of
an edge-set graph derived from a given non-empty non-trivial graph G and study the
characteristics and structural properties of the edge-set graphs of certain standard
graphs.
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2 Edge-Set Graph of a Graph
Let A be a non-empty finite set. We denote S be the collection of all s-element
subsets of A (arranged in some order), where 1 ≤ s ≤ |A|, and the i-th element
S by Ai,s. In this paper, we study certain graphs whose vertices are labeled by
distinct elements of the collection P(A) − {∅} in an injective manner. We denote
the vertex of a graph corresponding to the set As,i by vs,i
Using these concepts, similar to the notion of a set-graph, let us first define the
notion of an edge-set graph of a given graph G as follows.
Definition 2.1. Let G(V,E) be a non-empty finite graph with |E| =  and E =
P(E)− {∅}, where P(E) is the power set of the edge set E(G). For 1 ≤ s ≤ , let
S be the collection of all s-element subsets of E(G) and Es,i be the i-th element
of S. Then, the edge-set graph corresponding to G, denoted by GE() or GG, is the
graph with the following properties.
(i) |V (GG)| = 2 − 1 so that there exists a one to one correspondence between
V (GG) and E .
(ii) Two vertices, say vs,i and vt,j, in GG are adjacent if some elements (edges of
G) in Es,i is adjacent to some elements of Et,j in G.
From the above definition, it can be seen that the edge-set graph GG of a given
graph G is dependent not only on the number of edges , but the structure of G
also. Therefore, we have distinct edge-set graphs for non-isomorphic graphs of the
same size.
As in the case of a set-graph GA(n) , it can be observed that an edge-set graph
GG has an odd number of vertices. It can also be noted that if G is a trivial graph,
then GG is an empty graph (since  = 0). Also, we have GP2 = K1 and GP3 = C3.
In this paper, we use the following conventions.
(i) If an edge ej is incident with vertex vk, then we write it as (ej → vk).
(ii) If the edges ei and ej of a graph G are adjacent, then we write it as ei ∼= ej.
(iii) The n vertices of the path Pn are positioned horizontally and the vertices and
edges are labeled from left to right as v1, v2, v3, . . . , vn and e1, e2, e3, . . . , en−1,
respectively.
(iv) The n vertices of the cycle Cn are seated on the circumference of a cir-
cle and the vertices and edges are labeled clockwise as v1, v2, v3, . . . , vn and
e1, e2, e3, . . . , en, respectively such that ei = vivi+1, in the sense that vn+1 = v1.
Analogous to the degree of a vertex in a given graph G, we define the edge-degree
of elements (vertices or edges) in G as follows.
Definition 2.2. For a graph G with edges E(G) = {ei : 1 ≤ i ≤ }, the edge-degree
of an edge ei of G incident with vertex vk is equal to the number of edges ej →
vk, ei 6= ej and denoted by dG(vk)(ei). If the edge ei is incident with vertices vk, vl,
then the general edge-degree of ei is defined to be dG(ei) = dG(vk)(ei) + dG(vl)(ei) =
dG(vk) + dG(vl)− 2. (Also see [1]).
4 A Study on Edge-Set Graphs of Certain Graphs
Similarly, the edge-degree of a vertex of a given graph G is defined as follows.
Definition 2.3. For a graph G with edges E(G) = {ei : 1 ≤ i ≤ } the edge-degree
of a vertex vi, denoted by dG(e)(vi), is defined as dG(e)(vi) =
∑
(el→vi)
dG(vi)(el).
Using the above definitions, we introduce the notion of the total edge-degree of
a graph as follows.
Definition 2.4. The total edge-degree of a graph G, denoted by dtG(e)(G), is defined
by dtG(e)(G) =
∑
vi∈V (G)
dG(e)(vi).
Invoking these definitions given above, it can be noticed that both dtG(e)(G) and
dG(e)(vi) are single values, while dG(vk)(ej) ≤ dG(vm)(ej), (ej → vk), (ej → vm).
Illustration. The graphs having three edges e1, e2, e3 are graphs P4, C3, and K1,3.
The corresponding edge-set graphs on the vertices v1,1 = {e1}, v1,2 = {e2}, v1,3 =
{e3}, v2,1 = {e1, e2}, v2,2 = {e1, e3}, v2,3 = {e2, e3}, v3,1 = {e1, e2, e3} are depicted
below.
(a) GP4 (b) GC4 = GK1,3 = K7
Figure 1
We notice that both GC3 and GK1,3 are complete graphs. This observation follows
from results to follow. The following is a straight forward result and an important
property of edge-set graphs as well.
Proposition 2.5. The induced graph 〈{v1,i : 1 ≤ i ≤ }〉 of the edge-set graph GG
is isomorphic to the line graph of G.
Proof. Let GG the edge-set graph of a given graph G. Then, every vertex v1,i of GG
corresponds to the singleton subset {ei} of E(G), where 1 ≤ i ≤  and two vertices
v1,i and v1,j of GG are adjacent in GG if and only if the corresponding edges ei and ej
are adjacent in G. Hence, the induced graph 〈v1,i; 1 ≤ i ≤ 〉 of the edge-set graph
GG is isomorphic to L(G).
Analogous to the corresponding theorem on the relation between the minimum
and maximum degree of vertices in a set-graph, we propose the following theorem.
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Theorem 2.6. For the edge-set graph GG,  ≥ 1 corresponding to a given graph G,
we have ∆(GG) = 2(2
−1 − 1) and δ(GG) ≥ 2(− 1).
Proof. First part of the Theorem follows immediately by Theorem 1.4, we have
∆(GG) = 2(2
−1 − 1).
Next, note that the graph G with  edges, with min{dtG(e)(G)} = 2(− 1) is the
path P+1. It can be verified that for Pn, 2 ≤ n ≤ 4, δ(GP+1) = 2( − 1), where
 = 1, 2, 3. For P5, we have d
t
P5(e)
(P5) = 2(4− 1) = 6 < 8 = δ(P5,E(4)). In a similar
way, by mathematical induction, the result 2( − 1) ≤ δ(P(+1),E) ≤ δ(GG),  ≥ 1
follows.
The following theorem describes the condition required for an edge-set graph to
be a complete graph.
Theorem 2.7. For  ≥ 4, the edge-set graph of a given graph G is complete if and
only if G ∼= K1,. In other words, the edge-set graph of a graph G, with more than
three edges, is a complete graph if and only if G is a star graph.
Proof. First consider the graph G = K1,4, whose central vertex is denoted by u and
the other vertices are denoted by v1, v2, v3, v4 respectively. Let the edges of G be
given by ei = uvi; 1 ≤ i ≤ 4. Clearly, the number of non-empty subsets of E(K1,4)
is given by 24 − 1 and each subset has at least one edge ei ∈ E(K1,4) adjacent to
at least one edge ej ∈ E(K1,4) in each of the other subsets. Hence, pairwise there
exists an edge vs,ivt,j for all s-element and t-element subsets of E(K1,4). Hence,
K(1,4),E(4) is complete. Now, assume that the results holds for G = K1,k, k being a
positive integer greater than 4. Now, consider the graph G = K1,(k+1) with u as the
central vertex and vk+1 the new vertex in K1,(k+1) that is not in K1,k. Then, the
new edge ek+1 = uvk+1 is adjacent to all other edges in G and hence the vertices
in the edge-set graph with the set-label containing the element ek+1 will also be
adjacent to all other vertices of the edge-set graph GK1,k+1 . Therefore, GK1,k+1 is
also a complete graph. Hence, by mathematical induction, the result holds for all
K1,,  ≥ 4.
Conversely, assume the edge-set graph GG, |V (GG)| = 2 − 1 ≥ 15 is complete.
Therefore, GG−v,1 on 2−2 = 12(2+1−1) vertices is complete as well. Applying the
inverse of Definition 2.1, to GG − v,1 results in a smallest graph K1,. Assume the
edge-set graph GG also corresponds to K1, + vivj with vivj an arbitrary additional
edge. Now, we must consider an edge-set graph on 2+1 − 1 > 1
2
(2+1 − 1) + 1
edge-subsets. The aforesaid edge-set graph is not isomorphic to the initial graph
GG, |V (GG)| = 2 − 1 ≥ 15. Hence, K1, is the unique graph corresponding to the
complete edge-set graph, GG, |V (GG)| = 2 − 1 ≥ 15 ⇒  ≥ 4. This completes the
proof.
It can be followed that the edge-set graphs corresponding to K1,1, K1,2 and K1,3
are complete. Furthermore, for any edge ei in the cycle Cn, n ≥ 4 there is exactly
n − 3 edges which are not adjacent to ei. By Theorem 2.3, GCn is not complete.
Hence, C3 is the only cycle for which the corresponding edge-set graph is complete.
6 A Study on Edge-Set Graphs of Certain Graphs
Theorem 2.8. For  = n ≥ 2, we have ∑
vi,j∈V (GG)
dGG(vi,j) >
∑
vi,j∈V (GA(n) )
dG
A(n)
(vi,j).
Proof. Since paths have the minimally connectivity, we first prove the result for
paths. It is to be noted that For  = n = 2, we have GP3
∼= K3 and GA(2) ∼= P3.
Hence,
∑
vi,j∈V (GP3 )
dGP3 (vi,j) ≥
∑
vi,j∈V (GP3 )
dGP3 (vi,j) = 6 > 4 =
∑
vi,j∈V (GA(2) )
dG
A(2)
(vi,j).
Assume the result holds for all paths Pk+1 hence, by implication it holds for all
graphs G on  = n = k edges.
Now consider Pk+2 = Pk+1 + ek+1. Note that that in the set-graph GA(k+1) ,
singleton subsets are pairwise non-adjacent (see [6]) while in an edge-set graph some
pairs of singleton edge-subsets are adjacent if and only if the corresponding edges are
adjacent in G. Hence, it can be noted that dGPk+2 (v1,k+1) = dGA(k+1) (v1,k+1) + 1 >
dG
A(k+1)
(v1,k+1). Hence, δ(GPk+2) > δ(GA(k+1)). Similarly, we have dGPk+2 (vs,i) ≥
dG
A(k+1)
(vs,i), ∀s, i. We also note that GA(k+1) has a unique vertex having degree
equal to ∆(GA(k+1)) (see [6]) when the edge-set graph GPk+2 has four such vertices.
Hence, we have
∑
vi,j∈V (GPk+2 )
dGPk+2 (vi,j) >
∑
vi,j∈V (GA(k+1) )
dG
A(k+1)
(vi,j). Therefore, the
result follows for all paths by mathematical induction.
Since all other connected graphs have higher connectivity than paths, the result,∑
vi,j∈V (GG)
dGG(vi,j) >
∑
vi,j∈V (GA(n) )
dG
A(n)
(vi,j), holds for any connected graphs.
In [6], it is proved that there exists a unique vertex vn,1 in a set-graph GA(n)
having degree ∆(GA(n)). In edge-set graphs, the analogous result does not hold. In
order to discuss the existence of multiple vertices with the maximum degree in an
edge-set graph,we need the following definition.
Definition 2.9. A connected edge dominating set of a graph G is an edge domi-
nating set X ⊆ E(G) where the induced graph 〈X〉 is a connected subgraph of G.
The minimum number of elements in a connected edge dominating set of a graph
G is called the connected edge domination number (CED-number) of G.
In view of this definition, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2.10. Let X be a connected edge dominating set of a graph G with  ≥ 2
and let VX(GG) be the the subset of vertex set of the edge-set graph GG defined by
VX(GG) = {vs,i : Es,i ∈ S, X ⊆ Es,i}. Then, we have dGG(vs,i) = ∆(GG),∀vs,i ∈
VX(GG).
Proof. By the choice of X, it is the set-labels of some element in VX(GG). Consider
any edge ej ∈ E(G). Then, we consider the following cases.
Case-1: If ej ∈ X, then there exists a vertex, say vl,k, in GG corresponding to
X, which is adjacent to all other vertices corresponding to the edge-subsets Es,i
containing the edge ej. Since X is an edge dominating set onto itself, this argument
holds for all edges in X.
Case-2: Since X is an edge dominating set, all edges in E(G)−X are adjacent to
some edges in X. If ej ∈ E(G)−X, then a similar argument holds.
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From the above two cases, we can see that any arbitrary vertex vl,k of VX(GG) is
adjacent to all vertices in GG. Hence, we have dGG(vs,i) = ∆(GG).
Remark 2.11. The edge-set E(G) is the set-label of some vertex in V (GG) and
for any edge ei ∈ E(G), i ≤ , the edge-subsets E(G) − ei are connected edge
dominating sets in G. Hence, we have dGG(v,1) = ∆(GG) and dGG(v−1,j) = ∆(GG).
By Theorem 2.7, we note that the edge-set graphs corresponding to paths, cycles
and complete graphs are not complete graphs. Hence, determining the maximum
and minimum degrees of the corresponding edge-set graphs arouses much interest
in this context.
Let us now introduce the notion of connected edge domination index of a given
graph as follows.
Definition 2.12. The connected edge domination index (CED-index) of a graph
G is defined as the number of smallest connected edge dominating sets in G and is
denoted by E(G).
The CED-indices of paths, cycles and complete graphs are determined in the
following results.
Proposition 2.13. The CED-index of a path Pn is 1.
Proof. The path Pn, n ≥ 3 has exactly three connected edge dominating sets,
namely {e1, e2, e3, . . . , en−2}, {e2, e3, e4, . . . , en−1} and {e2, e3, e4, . . . , en−2}. Clearly,
the third set is the smallest connected edge dominating set. That is, number of
minimal connected edge dominating set E(Pn) = 1.
Proposition 2.14. The CED-index of a cycle Cn is n.
Proof. Consider the set of edge pairs S = {{ei, ei+1} : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} of the cycle Cn,
in the sense that en+1 = e1. Clearly, E(Cn)−{ei, ej}, ∀{ei, ej} ∈ S are all smallest
connected edge dominating sets of Cn. Hence, we have E(Cn) = n.
Proposition 2.15. The CED-index of a complete graph is n
2
(n− 1)!.
Proof. It is known that Kn, n ≥ 3 has 12(n − 1)! distinct Hamiltonian cycles (see
[7]). Also, a minimal connected edge dominating set of a Hamiltonian cycle of Kn
is also a smallest connected edge dominating set of Kn. By Proposition 2.14, we
have E(Kn) =
n
2
(n− 1)!.
In the proof of Proposition 2.13 it was noted that Pn, n ≥ 3 has exactly three
connected edge dominating sets hence, GPn has exactly four vertices with maximum
degree. LetM(GG) denote the number of vertices of GG having the maximum degree
∆(GG).
The number of maximum degree vertices in the edge-set graphs corresponding
to the graphs Cn and Kn are determined in the following results.
Proposition 2.16. The number of maximum degree vertices in the edge-set graph
of Cn is 3n+ 1.
8 A Study on Edge-Set Graphs of Certain Graphs
Proof. Without loss of generality, any smallest connected edge dominating set of
Cn say, {e2, e3.e4, . . . , en−1} can be extended to a larger connected edge dominating
set, say {e2, e3, e4, . . . , en−1, en} or {e1, e2, e3, . . . , en−1}. Hence, an additional 2n
such extended edge sets exists. E(Cn) is also a connected edge dominating set as
well so invoking Proposition 2.14, implies M(Cn) = 3n+ 1.
Proposition 2.17. The number of maximum degree vertices in the edge-set graph
of Kn is
1
2
(3n+ 1)(n− 1)!.
Proof. Similar to the reasoning in the above proposition, each of the 1
2
(n − 1)!
Hamiltonian cycles in Kn is a connected edge dominating set of Kn. Also, each of
the smallest connected edge dominating sets can be extended in the manner shown
in Proposition 2.16. Hence, M(Cn) = 3
n
2
(n− 1)! + 1
2
(n− 1)! = (3n+1
2
)(n− 1)!.
The next result is another obvious but important property of edge-set graphs,
which leads to an interesting result in respect of regular graphs.
Theorem 2.18. Let e be an edge of a graph G having the minimum edge degree
in G. Then, the vertex v in GG corresponding to the singleton edge-subset {e} has
minimum degree in GG.
Proof. Assume that the edge e has minimum edge-degree dG(e) = l. Label the edges
adjacent to e as f1, f2, f3, . . . , fl. From the definition edge-set graphs, it follows that
a vertex v is adjacent to vs,i if and only if some of these edges fi belongs to Es,i.
This number of edges that are adjacent to e in G is equal to the degree of v in GG.
Now, assume there exists a vertex vt,j with dGG(vt,j) = δ(GG) < dGG(v). It
implies that by Definition 2.1, the vertex vt,j is adjacent to vk,m if and only if some
or all edges g1, g2, g3, . . . , gs, which are in Ek,m and an edge e
∗ ∈ Et,j is adjacent to
an edge gi ∈ Ek,m, with s < l and dG(gi) < s. This contradicts the assumption that
dG(e) has minimum degree in G. Hence, dGG(v) = δ(GG).
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.18, we observe that the edge-set
graph GG corresponding to an r-regular graph G has  vertices, v1,1, v1,2, v1,3, . . . , v1,,
with degree equal to δ(GG). Also, we note that an edge e is adjacent to exactly
dG(e) edges in G. Therefore, there are exactly −dG(e) edges that are not adjacent
to the edge e in G. This leads us to the following result.
Proposition 2.19. The degree of the vertex v1,i corresponding to {ei} in GG is
given by dGG(v1,i) = 2
 − 2−dG(ei).
Proof. The edge-set graph GG has 2
−1 vertices. Exactly 2−dG(ei)−1 edge-subsets
do not contain an edge adjacent to ei as an element. Hence, exactly 2
 − 2−dG(ei)
edge-subsets do contain an edge adjacent to ei as an element. Therefore, the degree
of the vertex v1,i in GG is 2
 − 2−dG(ei).
As a consequence of Proposition 2.19, an r-regular graph G on ν vertices has
δ(GG) = 2
1
2
rν(1− 1
2
1
2 (r−1)
).
Let us now recall the well-known theorem on Eulerian graphs.
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Theorem 2.20. [5] A connected graph G is Eulerian if and only if G has no odd
degree vertices.
In view of Theorem 2.20, we establish Eulerian nature of the edge-set graphs in
the following theorem.
Theorem 2.21. The edge-set graph of any connected graph G is an Eulerian graph.
Proof. Let GG is the edge-set graph of a given graph G with  edges. Note that the
number of subsets of E(G) containing the same r edges is 2−r, where r ≤ , which
is always an even integer.
Let ei be an arbitrary edge of G. Since G is a connected graph, the edge ei is
adjacent to at least one edge in G. Without loss of generality, let the edge ei is
adjacent to r edges in G, where r ≥ 1. Let ej1 , ej2 , ej3 , . . . , ejr be the r edges in E(G)
that are adjacent to ei in G Then, every vertex v in GG, whose set-label contain the
element ei must be adjacent to the vertices of GG, whose set-labels contain at lease
one element ejl , where 1 ≤ l ≤ r. Let El denotes the subset of E(G) containing the
element ejl . Then, by the principle of inclusion and exclusion, we have the number
of vertices in GG that are adjacent to the vertex v is |
r⋃
l=1
Ejl | =
∑
L
(−1)|L|−1| ⋂
l∈L
Ejl |,
where ∅ 6= L ⊆ {1, 2, 3, . . . , r}. Note that every term in the above series is an even
integer and as a result dGG(v) is always an even integer. Since ei is an arbitrary
edge of G, v is also an arbitrary vertex (corresponding to the choice of ei) of GG
and hence every vertex of GG is an even degree vertex. Then, by Theorem 2.20,
GG is an Eulerian graph.
3 Conclusion and Scope for Further Studies
So far we have discussed the properties and characteristics of a new types of graphs
called edge-set graphs derived from the edge sets of given graphs. This study is
only a preliminary study on edge-set graphs and several related areas still remain
to be explored. In this paper, we have established certain results for paths, cycles
and complete graphs only. Extending these results to more standard graphs are
much interesting and challenging problems. More fruitful results are expected on
certain edge-set graphs on the effective utilisation of Definitions 2.2, Definitions 2.3
and Definitions 2.4 to more graph classes.
It seems to be worthy and promising for future studies on the relationship be-
tween GG, GG+e and, where G+e is the graph obtained by joining two non-adjacent
vertices in G by the edge e. The results related to the edge-set graphs of the graphs
obtained by different graph operations are also open. Another important area that
offer much for further investigations is the study on the edges of the edge-set graphs
and set-graphs of given graphs. More studies are possible on the comparison of the
set-graphs and edge-set graphs derived from the edge sets of different graphs. All
these facts highlight the wide scope for further research in this area.
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